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4 Non-traditional Security Community：A New Exploration of

Transnational Security Governance

YU Xiaofeng and WANG Mengting

[Abstract]With the emergence of numerous complex non—traditional security issues．

the“resource—based”security dilemma with non—militarization as its core feature has

become increasingly prominent，which is exerting great impact on the existent securitv

policies and cooperation mechanisms among various governments and transnational

organizations．The traditional security community finds it hard to cope with these

new challenges．Reflecting on the theories of community，this paper puts forward the

idea of“／Ion—traditional security community’’by describing its characteristics，types，

dynamics and construction paths． It then extends and bI|oadens the theories of

multilateral security cooperation．The non—traditional security community emphasizes
the shared future of nations when confronted with threats．It aims to promote union and

sharing on the basis of‘‘species security’’in order to resolve the‘‘resource-based’’

security dilemma． Besides，the moral prerequisite fbr the non—traditional securitv

community is“peace cooperativism”，which includes such core categories as"quality

coexistence”， “shared security’’and“security CO．governance”， while the operative

option for establishing a non—traditional security community is the“multidimensional—

multilateral” cooperation． As a result， China should actively participate in the

construction of the non—traditional security community at subregional，regional and

global levels in order to implement the idea of“cornnlunity of shared future”．

【Keywords】l"eSOill℃e security dilenr砜non—traditional security conrnunity．multidimensional．

multilateral cooperation

【Authors]YU Xiaofeng，Professor，Director，Center for Non—traditional Security

and Peaceful Development Studies，College of Public Administration，Zhejiang Uni．
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Ima西nary Security Dilemma：On the

CoI垮tr删ction of Hostile Identity

JIANG Peng and LI Shujian

in the Power Transfer

【Abstract]In int唧ational politics,the rec。gnition of one’s roles，identities and
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interests is a result of construction in the continuous social interaction．At the manJre

stage of Locke’s system with the“sovereign zero death”as its core characteristic．a

pure power transfer no longer triggers security dilemma among great powers．In the

process of power transfer，both the rising power and the established power make

judgments about the theme of the times based on their own cognition of the dominant

concepts in the international system．This cognition in turn facilitates their ch’oices of

strategic means that will employed and finally shapes the social interaction mode

between the rising power and the established power．How is the mutuaHy hostile

identity constructed in the process of power transfer?Can a solution to the hostility

spiral be found through an analysis of its causes?By analysing the chimerical security

dilemma，this paper finds that there is no real survival competition between the

rising powers and the hegemonic countries．However，because of the homogeneous

competition in the economic field，the ethnic exclusiveness and the projection of

negative images，countries may form the idea of unreal incompatibility and chimerical

hostility spiral in their pursuit of fame and prestige．For the strategic planning of the

rising power，the choice of“connection rising strategy”will pave the way for a non．

confrontational new relations with the hegemonic countries，while“displacement rising

strategy”will easily fall victim to the Thucydides’s trap．

[Keywords]constructivism，Sino—US relations，power transfer，rising strategy

【Authors】JIANG Peng，Postdoctoral fellow，Institute of International Relations。

China Foreign Mfairs University；Lecturer，

100037)；LI Shujian，School of International
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68 Third Party

Harbin Engineering University(Beijing，

Studies，Liaoning University(Shenyang，

Factor and Counter．socialization in alli腿．US Relafions：

Taking China's Perimeter

LU Huadong

Security as an Example

[Abstract]From different perspectives of system structure pressure，foreign strategies，

domestic politics and ideologies，many experts at home and abroad have put forth

various explanations for the downturn in China—US relations since the 2008 financial

crisis．However,the downward trend in China-US relationship is a 11esult of sophisticated

realistic factors．The third party factors such as the Diaoyu Islands crisis，the South
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China Sea disDutes and the DPRK nuclear crisis are undoubtedly detrimental to the

bila击eIm Ielati帆s bet、veen China and the United States．To supplement the inadequate

explanation，this paper attempts to construct，from the third party perspecUve，an

alternative counter-socialization theoretical framework．This theory holds that the

third party factor may trigger tensions in China—US relations by means of conflicts，

stigmatization，and diminishing mutual trust．Case studies show that the Diaoyu

Islands crisis provoked by Japan has not only triggered conflicts between China and

the United States with regard to the East China Sea ADIZ，but also accelerated an

arins r￡Lce in the West Pacific region．The Philippines submitted the South China Sea

Arbitration hoping to smear China’s international image through the South China Sea

disDutes and undermine mutual trust between China and the United States．DPRK’s

fjeauent nuclear tests have intensified bilateral strategic suspicion related to the

DPRK sanctions and the deployment of THAAD in ROK．China and the US should

maintain high levels of vi矛lance and formulate appropriate measures in order to handle

the counter—socialization effects from the third party．

f KeYwordsl the third—party factors，counter—socialization，China—US relations，

Diaovu Islands crisis，the South China Sea Disputes， North Korea Nuclear Crisis

『Author]LU Huadong，Journalist，Department of China News of Foreign Service，

Jiangsu Branch of Xinhua News Agency(Nanjing，210005)．

98 On China．Africa Maritime Security Cooperation from Perspective

of the Belt and Road Initiative

LIU Lei and HE Jian

『Abstractl As China’s Belt and Road Initiative forges ahead，it gradually extends to

the African continent，especially when President Xi Jinping declares that the 2 1 st—

Century Maritime Silk Road will traverse the continent。Therefore，the Chinese

government
should take this opportunity to further its cooperation with African countries

in the economjc，trade，political and security as well as maritime fields．Due to political

instability in many African countries，and aggravated non—traditional threats，especially

those threats fI切m the ocean，China should strengthen cooperation with relevant Mrican

coumries on maritime security， seek well—meaning participation from the non—African

Dowers in order to avoid vicious competition and jointly establish a China—Africa
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Maritime Security Community，which will safeguard the economic activities of China

and other non．African countries in the continent．In this way．the China．Africa

traditional cooperation will be enhanced to a new 1evel at which China’s interests will

be better protected and the zero—sunl game between China and other major non—African

powers will be avoided．

【Keywords]the Belt and Road Initiative，China．African relations，maritime security

cooperation，China．African maritime security community

[Authors]UU Lei，Postdoctoral fellow，Associate professor，School of Law and

Political Science，Ocean University of China；HE Jian，Professor，School of Law

and Political Science，Ocean University of China(Qingdao，266100)．

1 1 8 Tlweats Posed by the Islamic State in Central Asia：Myth or Reality?

WAN Cheng and YANG Shu

[Abstract]Domestic and foreign academia have different opinions about whether the

Islamic State poses a threat to Central Asia，and if it does，how serious the threat

may be．Through investigations，we find that the Islamic State indeed poses a threat

to this region in the form of recruiting soldiers from relevant countries，harassing the

borders and launching an aggressive campaign to spread its ideology．However，the

pressure exerted by ISIS on the Central Asia security situation is quite limited．ISlS

combat troops are incapable of staging direct attacks on the Central Asia countries

because their ground troops have been confined to Syria and Iraq that are under

attacks nOW from international anti—terrorism alliance．In addition，due to the

distinctive history of the Islamism in Central Asia，ISlS ideology lacks grass—root

support in this region．As a result，all these factors can only contribute to further

radicalization of the extremist groups and the“lone wolf'’terrorist attacks．With ISlS

being defeated on the battleground，some jihadists may return to this region．Therefore，
we need to pay more attention to the linkage between ISlS and the Central Asian

security situation in order to work out the countermeasures in a timely manner．

】Islamic State，Central Asia security，extreme ideologies，lone wolf attacks

[Authors]WAN Cheng，Doctoral candidate，Central Asian Studies Institution，

Lanzhou University；YANG Shu，Director，Professor，Central Asian Studies Institution，

Lanzhou University(Lanzhou 730000)．
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